
Olivetti Fax-Lab 121

INK-JET FAX

The Olivetti Fax-Lab 121, the top-performing ink-jet
fax machine that combines a sophisticated
telephone-fax machine, a photocopier function
with zoom and an answering machine, is the ideal
product for Home/Office users.

50 one-touch and 10 speed dials, automatic
fax/telephone and answering service/fax switchover,
the possibility of sending the same document to 
up to 10 numbers, confidentiality and high quality,
ink-jet printing are just some of the characteristics
of the Fax-Lab 121.

Olivetti Fax-Lab 121 also features eye-catching,
sleek and refined styling. The two-line display
helps user monitor on-going operations.

Great attention has been dedicated to all technical
and practical aspects of Olivetti Fax-Lab 121 such 
as unrestricted maintenance of answering machine
messages, a 5-sheet manual feed unit, a 40-sheet
cassette, a transmission speed of 7 seconds at
14,400 bps and 64 shades of grey in printing.

Both models are available for East Europe, Middle
East and Africa markets.

Innovative design, reduced footprint:
340 (W) x 235 (D) x 273 (H) mm.

19-page document memory.

14-minute memory for the telephone answering service.

5-sheet feed unit.

40-sheet cassette.

Transmission time: 7 second.
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Human-engineered keypad. Promotional packaging.



Fax-Lab 121

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Greyscale 64 levels

One Touch/Abbreviated/Group Dialling 10/50

Answerphone 14 minutes

TX from Memory/Broadcasting/Deferred Yes/Yes/Yes

TX/RX from/to PC No

Copy Speed 2 cpm

Substitute/Confidential Reception Yes/No

Polling Yes

Automatic Switching Yes

Display 2 lines x 16 characters
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Printing Method Ink-jet 

Compatibility Group 3

Transmission Speed 14,400 bps 

with Automatic Fall Back

Transmission Time 7 seconds

Compression Method MH, MR, MMR

ECM Available

Document Format A4

Automatic Document Feeder 5 sheets

Paper Tray 40 cut sheets

Memory (pages) 19 (MH) - 30 (MMR)

Scanning Resolution 200 x 200 dpi

Contrast Control Manual
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Notes

Distributed by Olivetti S.p.A. Product performances are referred to an appropriate use under optimal conditions. With the right to change technical specifications.
The registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. (GB 04-05)


